Abstract. The coordinated consideration of diverse perspectives and knowledge sources in medical decision-making contexts is undoubtedly of crucial importance, in that it augments the quality of both the overall process and decisions to be made. Towards this end, this study presents a web-based system that aims at the exploitation of personalized knowledge through a structured process of collaborative and argumentative resolution of issues raised in such settings. By using the system, a consensus emerges through the process of collaboratively considering alternative interpretations of the issue under consideration. Using an illustrative example of collaboration between a group of experts deciding on the most appropriate treatment for a particular case of breast cancer, we present the design rationale, features and functionality of the proposed system. Much attention is also paid to the associated knowledge management issues. The system can be used for distributed, asynchronous collaboration, allowing users to surpass the requirements of working at the same place and time.

Introduction

Medical decision making is associated with a plethora of rigorous and systematic approaches, which traditionally build on the fundamentals of decision analysis and theory, economic evaluation and evidence-based quality assessment, aim at improving the health and clinical care of individuals and assist with the development of health policy. It is usually carried out by a group of experts deciding on the most appropriate treatment for a particular case of breast cancer, we present the design rationale, features and functionality of the proposed system. Much attention is also paid to the associated knowledge management issues. The system can be used for distributed, asynchronous collaboration, allowing users to surpass the requirements of working at the same place and time.

From a technical point of view, the potential exploitation of information and communication technologies in developing computer-based systems that assist collaborative medical decision making is obvious. Such systems fall in the broad category of collaborative decision support systems (CDSSs), which have been defined as interactive systems that facilitate the solution of ill-structured problems by a set of decision makers working together as a team (1). The main objective of a CDSS is to augment the effectiveness of decision groups through the interactive sharing of information between group members and the computer. This can be achieved by removing communication impediments, and providing techniques for structuring the decision analysis and systematically directing the pattern, timing, or content of the related discussions (2,3). Major issues arising during the development of such a system are the effective work organization to improve coordination and the use of communication technology to make decision making more efficient. The provision of rules and procedures for achieving consistency and automation of data processing, especially in data intensive decision-making situations, are also of high importance.

At the same time, the role and value of knowledge management in diverse decision-making settings is continuously emphasized. It is argued that the most strategically important feature of an organization is its body of collective knowledge (4). Such knowledge resides in an evolving set of assets including the employees, structure, culture and processes of...
the organization. Employee knowledge, particularly tacit knowledge, is identified as dominant, which is decisive at all mental levels and must be fully exploited (5). Such exploitation refers to the transformation of tacit knowledge to codified information, which is considered a core process (6). The above advocate the adoption of a knowledge-based decision-making view (7). Accordingly, decisions should be considered pieces of descriptive or procedural knowledge referring to an action commitment. In this way, the decision-making process is able to produce new knowledge, such as evidence that justifies or challenges an alternative or practice to be followed or avoided after evaluating a decision, thus providing a refined understanding of the problem. On the other hand, the knowledge base of facts and routines is altered in a decision-making context, since it must reflect the ever-changing external environment and internal structures of an organization (8). For all of these reasons, knowledge management activities such as knowledge elicitation, representation and distribution, may significantly influence the creation of decision models to be adopted, thus enhancing the decision-making process (9).

Taking into account the above requirements, this study presents a web-based system that aims at the exploitation of personalized knowledge through a structured process of collaborative and argumentative resolution of issues raised in medical decision-making settings. The proposed system can be used for distributed, asynchronous collaboration, allowing users to surpass the requirements of working at the same place and time. Its features and functionality are demonstrated through an illustrative example of collaboration between a group of medical doctors deciding on the most appropriate treatment for a particular case of breast cancer.

Materials and methods

Background issues. Medical decision making is a complex process that involves assessing and analyzing patient information, diagnostic data and scientific evidence to make a diagnosis and select the appropriate treatment. The application of appropriate decision models provides a valuable framework for guidance and systematic analysis to assist physicians with the complexity of medical decision making and reasoning (10). Computer-based medical decision support systems have been defined as 'any software designed to directly aid in clinical decision making in which characteristics of individual patients are matched to a computerized knowledge base for the purpose of generating patient-specific assessments or recommendations that are then presented to clinicians for consideration' (11,12). Such systems have been successfully used for diverse applications such as prevention of sudden cardiac death (13,14), diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases in intensive care units (15), and pediatric cancer subtype identification (16). Medical expert systems consist of an early and broadly used category of computer-based medical decision support systems. They provide pre-selected rules (in the form of 'if-then-else') for decision-making within specialized domains of knowledge, but are limited by the fixed choices and date of the expert opinions embodied in the decision rules (17). Modern methods (model-based and black-box methods) of representing medical reasoning include production rules, Bayesian probabilistic methods, neural networks, case-based reasoners, decision trees, stochastic trees, support vector machines, and GRID environments (15,16,18-21), among others.

The above approaches have been criticized for limiting physician choices to the 'expert writing the program' (17) and not being 'intuitive to the human cognitive processes' (16). To remedy these problems, new formalisms based on the behavior of people when acting and communicating have been proposed (22). These representation schemes have been founded along two directions: i) the human activity system models of Checkland's soft systems methodology (23) to accommodate the 'softness' of organizational life; and ii) the language/action perspective (24) and the Speech Act theory (25) to emphasize the conversational nature of human-centered organizational activity. The latter consider the utterance of various types of communicative actions as the backbone of business process models (26,27). In both cases, related structures and methodologies concentrate on the representation of knowledge (content), but barely consider knowledge creation through interaction.

As far as interaction is concerned, ICT infrastructure to support people working in teams has been a subject of interest for a long time (28). Such systems aim at facilitating group decision-making processes by providing forums to express opinions, as well as qualitative and quantitative tools for aggregating proposals and evaluating their impact on the issue at hand (29,30). Current systems exploit intranet or Internet technologies to connect decision makers in a way that encourages dialogue and stimulates the exchange of knowledge (enhancing ‘knowing’ rather than ‘knowledge’). The more recent computer-based Knowledge Management System (KMS) intends on providing a corporate memory, an explicit disembodied and persistent representation of the knowledge and information in an organization, as well as mechanisms that improve the sharing and dissemination of knowledge by facilitating interaction and collaboration among the parties involved (9). Compared to problem structuring methodologies and tools, they lack a concrete theoretical basis, as well as methodological support with respect to social interaction.

The proposed system. Taking into account the above issues, we have implemented a web-based system that supports the collaboration conducted in a medical decision making context by facilitating the creation, leveraging and utilization of relevant knowledge. We have followed an argumentative reasoning approach, which extends the one conceived in the development of the Hermes system (31), by providing additional knowledge management and decision-making features. According to our approach, discourses about complex problems in a health unit are considered as social processes and, as such, result in the formation of groups whose knowledge is clustered around specific views of the problem. Following an integrated approach, we have developed a system that provides experts engaged in such a discourse with the appropriate means to collaborate towards the solution of diverse issues. In addition to providing a platform for group reflection and capturing organizational memory, our approach augments teamwork in terms of knowledge elicitation, sharing and construction, thus enhancing the quality of the
overall process. This is due to its structured language for conversation and its mechanism for evaluating alternatives. Taking into account the input provided by individual experts, the system constructs an illustrative discourse-based knowledge graph that is composed of ideas expressed so far, and their supporting documents. Such documents may contain diverse types of multimedia clinical data, such as patient history, biopsy results, medical images, etc. Moreover, through the integrated decision support mechanisms, experts are continuously informed about the status of each discourse item and can reflect further according to their beliefs and interests on the outcome of the discussion. In addition, our framework aids group sense-making and mutual understanding through the collaborative identification and evaluation of diverse opinions.

As shown in Fig. 1, our system builds on a server-client network architecture and is composed of two basic components, namely the collaboration visualization and medical decision-making modules. The former provides a shared web-based workspace for storing and retrieving messages and documents deployed by participants of the discussion (experts and/or members of a health unit), using the widely accepted XML document format. It also provides the interface through which participants can connect with the system via Internet using a standard web browser (installation of specific software to use the system is unnecessary). Exploitation of the web platform means low operational costs and easy access to the system. The knowledge base of the system maintains all of the above items (messages and documents), which may be considered, appropriately processed and transformed, or re-used in future discussions. The storage of documents and messages in an ongoing discussion takes place automatically upon their insertion in the discussion. On the other hand, the retrieval of knowledge is performed through appropriate interfaces that aid participants in exploring the contents of the knowledge base and exploit previously stored or generated knowledge for their current needs. Thus, our approach builds a ‘collective memory’ of a health unit community. On the other hand, the medical decision-making module is responsible for the reasoning and evaluation purposes of the system. Alternative mechanisms for these purposes can be invoked according to the need of the participant and the context under consideration. These mechanisms follow well-defined and broadly accepted algorithms based on diverse decision-making approaches (such as multi-criteria decision making, argumentation-based reasoning, utility theory, risk assessment, etc.), which are stored in the model base of the system.

The basic discourse elements in our system are issues, alternatives, positions, and preferences. Issues correspond to problems to be solved, decisions to be made, or goals to be achieved, which are initiated by members of a health unit and are open to dispute (the root entity of a discourse-based knowledge graph has to be an issue). For each issue, users may propose alternatives (i.e. solutions to the problem under consideration) that correspond to potential choices. Nested issues, in cases where some alternatives need to be grouped, are also allowed. Positions are asserted to support the selection of a specific course of action (alternative), or avert user interest by expressing an objection. A position may also refer to another previously asserted position, thus arguing in favor or against it. Finally, preferences provide individuals with a qualitative way to weigh reasons for and against the selection of a certain course of action. A preference is a tuple of the form (position, relation, position), where the relation can be ‘more important than’ or ‘of equal importance to’ or ‘less important than.’ The use of preferences results in the assignment of various levels of importance to the alternatives at hand. Like other discourse elements, they are subject to further argumentative discussion.

These four types of elements enable users of the system to contribute their knowledge to a particular medical problem by entering issues, alternatives and positions, and to express their relevant values, interests and expectations by entering positions and preferences. The system therefore supports
both the rationality-related and social dimensions of the medical decision-making process. Moreover, the system continuously processes elements entered by the users (by triggering its reasoning mechanisms) each time a new element is entered in the graph, thus facilitating users to become aware of elements for which there is (or not) sufficient (positive or negative) evidence, and accordingly conduct the discussion to reach a consensus.

An example of use. We present the features and functionalities of the proposed system in more detail, and its applicability in supporting collaboration in a medical decision-making context, through an illustrative example of collaboration between a group of experts deciding on the appropriate treatment for a patient with breast cancer. The group for the particular case consisted of two breast surgeons, a plastic surgeon, a pathologist, a psycho-oncologist and a radiologist. Participants were geographically dispersed and had access to the system via an Internet connection and their favorite web browser. It must be noted that beyond having access to the system, one needs to be authorized to either view only and/or participate in a specific collaborative discourse, which can be set and facilitated through the system. Such rights are given by the initiator or moderator of a discourse through appropriate interfaces of the system. One may have access to a discourse and view the related items, but not be allowed to contribute. In our example, all participants had full rights to the specific discourse and sufficient familiarity with using computers and the Internet. Less than 2 h training, aimed at explaining the rationale, features and functionalities of the system, was administered before participants used the system for the first time.

Fig. 2 depicts the basic interface of the system (i.e. discussion graph) for an instance of the collaboration conducted. Our approach maps the overall collaboration process to a discourse-based knowledge graph with a hierarchical structure. Each entry in the graph corresponds to an argumentation element (issue, alternative, position or preference), and each element is accompanied by an icon that indicates the element type. There are also icons for folding/unfolding purposes, thus enabling users to concentrate on a specific part of the graph; this is particularly useful for graphs of considerable length and complexity. Each entry in the graph may contain the user-name of the person who made the submission and the date (the appearance of each entry can be changed using options provided under the View menu; two different formats are shown in Figs. 2 and 3). In the example discussed in this study, the user-names correspond to the expertise of participants (names are disguised for confidentiality). The lower pane of the window shown in Fig. 2 provides more details about a selected entry of the discussion graph (users can select an entry by clicking on it).

In our case, the overall issue under discussion is ‘What is the appropriate treatment,’ while the three alternatives, of ‘modified radical mastectomy,’ ‘lumpectomy’ and ‘radiation’ have been asserted so far by the users BreastSurgeon1, BreastSurgeon2 and Radiologist1, respectively. The users have argued extensively by expressing positions speaking in favor or against them. For example, ‘position of the tumor (subareolar area)’ is a position asserted by BreastSurgeon1 that argues in favor of the first alternative, and ‘it may lead to myocardiac disease (left breast)’ is a position asserted by Pathologist1 that argues against the third alternative. All
graph entries are subject to multi-level argumentation. For instance, 'this is well documented (ref. U. Veronesi - Milan Cancer Institute)' has been asserted by Pathologist1 to further validate the 'such a treatment also decreases the loco-regional diseases' position asserted by Radiologist1, and 'this can be avoided by simultaneous breast reconstruction' challenges the 'decreased quality of life (psychological issues).'

As noted above, users may also assert preferences about previously expressed positions. At the bottom of the main pane in Fig. 3, user BreastSurgeon1 has expressed a preference concerning the relative importance between the positions 'there are not clear margins in the patient's case' and 'it leads to the minimization of operation time,' arguing that the first position is of bigger importance to him; user BreastSurgeon2 has expressed a second preference in the instance shown. Users may also express arguments in favor or against a preference.

When selecting a discourse item by clicking on it, detailed information about this item is provided in the lower pane of the basic interface of the system. In Fig. 3, the details concern the position 'there are not clear margins in the patient's case,' which is inactive because, according to the argumentation rule for this specific discussion, it has been defeated by the position 'this can be avoided by simultaneous breast reconstruction' (inactive entries appear in red italics) (Figs. 2). This label is calculated according to the argumentation underneath and the type of evidence specified.

Further to the argumentation-based structuring of a discourse, the system integrates a reasoning mechanism that determines the status of each discussion entry, with the ultimate aim of keeping users aware of the discourse outcome. More specifically, alternatives, positions and preferences of a graph have an activation label indicating their current status, which can be 'active' or 'inactive' (inactive entries appear in red italics) (Figs. 2). This label is calculated according to the argumentation underneath and the type of evidence specified.

In Fig. 2, the position 'decreased quality of life (psychological issues)' is inactive because, according to the argumentation rule for this specific discussion, it has been defeated by the position 'this can be avoided by simultaneous breast reconstruction' [the position 'it may lead to myocardiac disease (left breast)'] is inactive for the same reason]. Activation in our system is a recursive procedure; a change in the activation label of an element is propagated upwards in the discussion graph. Depending on the status of positions and preferences, the mechanism goes through a scoring procedure for the alternatives of an issue. A detailed presentation of more technical details concerning the argumentation-based reasoning and scoring mechanisms of the system can be found in a previous study (31). At each discussion instance, the system informs users of the most prominent alternative solution (shown in blue bold font) according to the underlying argumentation. In Figs. 2 and 3, 'modifies radical mastectomy' is the better justified solution so far (all items asserted under the first and third alternatives are folded in Fig. 3 for space reasons). However, this may change depending on the type of future arguments. In other words, each time an alternative is introduced to the discussion, the issue in which it belongs is
Users observed that such an experiment is different from the session conducted via an electronic channel (i.e. Internet). The system was also positive, which makes users want to use it. The general attitude towards using the system found it to be useful, and easy to learn and use. Its basic functionality, the opening of an issue, insertion of a new alternative to an issue, insertion of a new position in favor or against an existing position, preference or alternative, and insertion of a new preference to an existing issue, were clear for the duration of electronic argumentation. Medical experts used the system from remote machines, mostly in an asynchronous way, to express their thoughts, ask questions, and validate their proposals and argue those of others. The system also integrates e-mail and electronic messaging features, which are options provided under the Tools menu, to further facilitate the communication among users before one asserts an argumentation element in the graph. Users may exchange oncological data in an explicit way. Although these data aid contemplation during a discourse and may become public upon the appropriate assertion of a discourse element in the discussion graph as described above, they cannot be viewed by anyone participating in a discussion. The insertion of all types of elements in the graph is performed through appropriately designed interfaces deployed upon user selection under the Actions menu. Such functions include the opening of an issue, insertion of a new alternative to an issue, insertion of a new position in favor or against an existing position, preference or alternative, and insertion of a new preference to an existing issue.

Results

The proposed system has been evaluated with more than 30 pilot and real discussions to estimate its perceived usefulness and ease of use. These discussions were initiated by physicians working at the Oncology Units of two different hospitals, while the types of cases examined concerned contemplation among medical experts on the appropriate treatment for a specific patient (diverse oncological problems have been considered). In these discussions, a human moderator supervised the argumentation and assisted users whenever needed. The role of the supervisor was similar to that of a system administrator, i.e. provide access rights, ensure that elements were inserted to the right position in the discussion graph, etc. Medical experts used the system from remote machines, mostly in an asynchronous way, to express and validate their proposals and argue those of others. Evaluation of the system was conducted through interviews and questionnaires aimed at identifying how well the system structures a medical decision-making discussion, whether it stimulates interaction and discussion among individuals, how easy it is to learn and get acquainted with the system, how easy it is to participate in electronic argumentation, whether or not the system is enjoyable, and whether individuals intend to use it again. A second group of questions were related to the interfaces of the system, asking users to evaluate its ease of use in finding, understanding and using the available options of the interfaces and navigating the system, understanding the content of electronic argumentation, and whether their past and future actions were clear for the duration of electronic argumentation.

Feedback received from the evaluation of the system is encouraging (for detailed evaluation results from a first version of the system, see ref. 31). It has been concluded that users found the system to be useful, and easy to learn and use its basic functionality. The general attitude towards using the system was also positive, which makes users want to use it again in similar discussions and contexts. However, there were some difficulties in getting acquainted with an argumentation session conducted via an electronic channel (i.e. Internet). Users observed that such an experiment is different from the usual and familiar physical argumentation that takes place in face-to-face meetings. In general, electronic argumentation is more demanding than the physical one, requiring participants to concisely express each new element (short text), then associate it with a previously asserted element by the same or different user. Moreover, users must be able to comprehend the concisely expressed elements asserted by their peers. A longer training period could remedy these difficulties.

In any case, the most positive feedback we received from the majority of users was that the proposed approach leads to an improvement of both the quality of a medical decision-making process and the decisions to be taken. Thus, its adoption results in enhanced patient treatment. Moreover, the exchange and elaboration of individual knowledge through the system features and functionalities have been acknowledged as significant factors towards improving learning in a health unit.

Discussion

Quoting Davenport and Prusak, ‘knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual information, and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new experiences and information (32).’ The above definition perfectly suits the case of medical decision making and has influenced the design of the system described in this study, which aims at the exploitation of personalized knowledge through a structured process of collaborative and argumentative resolution of issues raised in a medical decision-making setting. By using the system, consensus emerges through the process of collaboratively considering alternative understandings of the issue under consideration. It has been widely argued that the visualization of argumentation conducted by a group of experts working collaboratively towards solving a problem can facilitate the overall process in many ways, such as explicating and sharing individual representations of the problem, maintaining focus on the overall process, maintaining consistency and increasing plausibility and accuracy (33). It also enhances the collective knowledge of the group.

The direction of future research concerns the integration of additional functionalities to the proposed system. Fact-based decision-making must also be elaborated through the exploitation of past cases and related discussions. Moreover, we intend to provide participants of a specific discourse with the ability to evaluate its outcome after a decision has been made and the associated treatment has been followed. Users of the system will also be able to check if decisions made on previous cases were correct or not, and act accordingly. Finally, research needs to be performed towards defining the ontologies that will best accommodate the proposed integration of knowledge management and decision-making processes in a medical decision-making setting.
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